
Wind Turbines
Dedicated Products and Solutions



s Integrated functionality
Customised system blocks simplify 

installation and servicing. These 

can include threaded cartridges, 

manifold mounted valves and, in 

addition, servo proportional valves. 

Pre-assembled and tested, they 

offer great value in reducing assembly 

and installation costs. Save on after-

market purchasing and servicing!

tMeasuring devices
A broad range of sensors and adaptors is available in our SensoControl® 

product offering, all designed to meet global standards. A wide variety of 

mounting styles, pressure ranges and monitoring systems accommodates 

all types of application demands. Combined pressure and temperature sensor 

units are available. Parker’s diagnostic equipment can identify hard-to-detect 

variations in pressure, temperature and fl ow quickly and easily.

tSpecially designed cylinders
Parker’s hydraulic cylinders for wind 

turbine applications deliver reliable 

performance under tough operating 

conditions. Typically, cylinders in-

corporate a manifold with control 

valves and feature a built-in position 

sensor. The system maintains selected 

rotor pitch during normal operation. 

In the event of e.g. grid loss, the rotor 

blades are quickly feathered.  

Parker – an experienced partner at your service

gQuiet power
Parker offers a range of pumps, 

from variable piston  pumps to fi xed 

displacement vane pumps with high 

pressure and high speed capacities, 

low weight and exceptionally low 

levels of noise. A wide range of frame 

sizes and controls makes this range 

the obvious choice for modern wind 

turbine designs. All pumps are 

performance-matched to the other 

system components, for optimum 

performance and reliability.

Dedicated products and solutions for 

For many years, Parker Hannifi n 
has been a major supplier of quality 
components and system solutions
to the wind turbine industry, with 
manufacturing and engineering 
facilities around the world, inclu-
ding the United States, China 
and Europe’s leading wind power 
nations, such as Denmark, Germany, 
Spain and the Netherlands, ensur-
ing global aftermarket support.              
     Parker has dedicated teams of 
wind turbine specialists working 

globally to assist our clients in the 
design of systems, sub-systems 
and solutions to meet the most 
demanding requirements, off ering 
unbeatable global product
availabilty and service.
    Th ere are several immediate
value-adding benefi ts from 
utilising our expertise and our 
advanced technology.
     For the manufacturer, time-to-
market can be cut by several (very 
important) months, while pro-

duction  time and cost can be re-
duced by up to 15 percent, thanks 
to integrated solutions, unique
design features, globally synchro-
nized logistics and services such as
Kan-Ban, Kitting and Pre-assembly,  
which also cut inventories and 
simplify purchase routines signifi -
cantly. 
     For the end-user, benefi ts  such
as greater effi  ciency, reduced down-
time and less maintenance contri-
bute to an improved profi tability.
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    High Density 
Electronic Cooling
These best-in-class extreme 

cooling systems provide high 

performance and maximum 

power in a lightweight,

compact system architecture. 

Advanced Parker Vaporizable 

Dielectric Fluid (VDF) cooling 

technology is 1000 times more 

effective than air at heat removal, 

with no condensation. Parker 

offers plug-in modularity with 

integrated bus system and 

minimal power wiring. These 

rugged sealed modules are 

easy to install and service.

s     Subsea power cables
Parker Scanrope is a global supplier 

of subsea power cables and 

associated termination equipment 

to the offshore wind turbine and 

wave power industry. With our 

Engineering and Development 

staff, we have the experience and 

technical qualifi cations to supply 

customers with the necessary 

information for choosing the best 

design, customized to meet

specifi c needs.

     Grid-Tie Inverter Systems
With more than 30 years of 

experience in inverter technology, 

Parker SSD Drives provides grid-tie 

inverter systems using innovative 

fi ltering and cooling methods to 

maximize energy recovery and 

ensure quality power to the grid. 

Parker SSD Drives inverter systems 

deliver effi cient and reliable perform-

ance with compact mechanical 

designs, ensuring minimum footprint 

and easy handling. They include 

function-block programming, 

modular design scalable for solutions 

from 1MW to hundreds of mega-

watts, applicationspecifi c control 

logic, PWM switching technology, 

and integral harmonic fi ltering. 

Pluggable power modules mean 

simple, on-site service and repair 

without the need for expensive 

shipping or handling.

s

s
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s Precision hydraulic 
valves and electronics
Proportional valves for accurate 

and smooth control, high 

response valves for closed loop 

applications. From Parker’s 

wide range of analogue and 

digital electronic controls, we 

can help you select the proper 

components and system 

solutions for superior perform-

ance at a competitive cost.

s

Available as single hoses, multiple hoses, hose bundles or preformed 

hoses, offering superb durability, ozone and UV resistance, non-conductivity, 

excellent chemical resistance, low volumetric expansion and low pressure 

drop. In combination with easy assembly, minimised downtime, and space 

saving compact design, these features guarantee  brilliant performance and 

contribute to system profi tability. Especially with customised solutions, the 

polyfl ex product range can perfectly meet the requirements of wind turbine

applications. Guaranteed cleanliness level.

s Parker gear 
pumps and motors
A wide range of heavy duty gear 

pumps and motors for long, reliable 

service life in the hostile environment 

of a wind turbine’s nacelle. Integrated 

functions for brake charging, unload-

ing and other value-adding features.

Thermoplastic hoses –– a problem solver 
for almost any hydraulic application
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Steel and stainless 
steel quick couplings
A complete range of quick coup-

lings for any tough environment 

application.

gtHydraulic fi ttings
These high-pressure fi ttings are 

used in all fi elds of hydraulic app-

lications. A wide range of designs 

and materials makes them par-

ticularly suitable for wind turbine 

applications where safety, 

corrosion resistance, leak free 

connections and ease of 

assembly are important 

factors.

gParker Hoses
The best hose for your operation is the one that gets the job done right. 

At Parker, we offer the most comprehensive line of hoses and all the fi ttings 

and options you‘ll need, including UV resistance, maximum fl exibility, a 

wide range of media compatibility, and hoses that are made to meet or ex-

ceed ISO and EN specifi cations. Additionally, we can provide guaranteed 

cleanliness levels for all your hose assemblies. These characteristics make 

Parker the hose supplier of choice for you.

s Store energyS
Our complete range of CE 

approved piston, bladder and 

diaphragm accumulators maintains 

high pressure for safe braking and 

dynamic control. Greater system 

effi ciency and reduced pump sizes 

gives longer life, lower costs and 

reduced noise levels. Piston position 

sensors for monitoring our piston 

accumulators are also available.

s

t y Unique Parfl ange® F37 technology
makes welding unnecessary
With the new Parfl ange® F37 system you are signalling the future: from now on, 

non-welded tube connections for the largest tube dimensions and pressures up 

to 420 bar (6,000 psi) can be prepared quickly, cleanly and with reduced costs. 

Traditional welding is a thing of the past.
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Power units
The power unit is the heart of the 

turbine, supplying the power 

necessary to operate pitch, yaw and 

braking systems and providing back-

up in case of power failure, providing 

a safe stop. Our hydraulic power 

units are designed with reliabilty, 

ease of maintenance and a wide 

operating temperature range in 

mind.

Complete systems 

Added life
Parker filtration technology extends the life and increases the reliability of 

wind turbines by using environmental solutions. In addition to a wide range of 

hydraulic fi lters, lube fi lters and reservoir accessories, Parker offers you the 

global leader in fl uid condition monitoring with the Laser CM portable particle 

counter. A comprehensive range of quality products to cover all your needs!

s Integrating real-time intelligence
in the gearbox fi ltration system
Parker’s system-matched fi ltration solutions have proven to be 

effective to extend the life time of critical components such as bearings. 

Combined with long fi lter element life time, the utilisation rate of the 

complete wind turbine is increased – an important aspect when service 

costs are at a premium. Our Condition Monitoring product offering 

integrates real-time accurate and low cost monitoring of the lubrication 

fl uids condition. Our sensing and communication modules ensure 

an easy ‘plug and operate’ linkage with control management systems.

Parker advantagges

in short:

• Global presennce

• Outstanding wwind

  turbine experieence

• Dry Technologyy™

•  Full line of fi lteers

• Time-saving kittting

  and pre-assemmbly

• Product availabbility

• Extended warraanty

s
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Braking systems
Braking systems are used as a parking brake for servicing, for slowing 

down to a halt safely and to maintain a constant speed when the turbine 

is transmitting power. The components face serious demands on reliability, 

low leakage, long stand-by-time and compactness to survive tough 

operating conditions and comply with safety regulations – demands 

that are surpassed by Parker’s dedicated products. 

s

Pitch systems
Dynamic pitch systems with 

specially designed cylinders, with 

fully protected internal transducers 

on which intgrated blocks con-

taining all necessary valves are 

mounted, are placed inside the 

hubs. This necessitates reliable 

performance, maintenance 

accessibility and integrated safety 

functions. Parker can supply in-

tegrated systems with every com-

ponent needed, including high per-

formance electronic control valves 

compatible with any modern wind 

turbine control system. The pitch 

control can be combined with a 

technically advanced axis controller   

  for pitch and maximum force 

     control, bringing about high-

        accuracy blade control and 

           permanent control of the 

               mechanical load on 

                   the blades.

s

     Electromechanical 
Blade Pitch Control Systems
In addition to hydraulically control-

led and actuated blade pitch control 

systems, Parker can also provide the 

components and systems to achieve 

highly dynamic performance with 

electromechanical technologies. 

Parker’s electromechanical solutions 

include: DC drives with robust design 

and fl exible connectivity; brushless

servomotors in a full power range with 

fl exible connection options; multi-

axis motion controllers providing high 

speed coordinated multi-axis motion; 

servo drives with compact power 

and full programmability and electric 

cylinders offering compact power 

in a  rugged package.
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Parker Hannifi n Corporation

6035 Parkland Boulevard
Cleveland, OH 44124-4141, USA
Phone: 216-896-3000
Fax: 216-896-4031 
www.parker.com/windpower
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AE – UAE, Dubai
Tel:  +971 4 8875600
parker.me@parker.com

AR – Argentina, Buenos Aires
Tel:  +54 3327 44 4129

AT – Austria, Wiener Neustadt
Tel:  +43 (0)2622 23501-0
parker.austria@parker.com

AT – Eastern Europe,

Wiener Neustadt
Tel: +43 (0)2622 23501 970
parker.easteurope@parker.com

AU – Australia, Castle Hill
Tel: +61 (0)2-9634 7777

AZ – Azerbaijan, Baku
Tel: +994 50 2233 458
parker.azerbaijan@parker.com

BE/LU – Belgium, Nivelles
Tel: +32 (0)67 280 900
parker.belgium@parker.com

BR – Brazil, Cachoeirinha RS
Tel: +55 51 3470 9144

BY – Belarus, Minsk
Tel: +375 17 209 9399
parker.belarus@parker.com

CA – Canada, Milton, Ontario
Tel: +1 905 693 3000

CH – Switzerland, Etoy
Tel: +41 (0) 21 821 02 30
parker.switzerland@parker.com

CN – China, Shanghai
Tel: +86 21 5031 2525

CZ – Czech Republic, Klecany
Tel: +420 284 083 111
parker.czechrepublic@parker.com

DE – Germany, Kaarst
Tel: +49 (0)2131 4016 0
parker.germany@parker.com

DK – Denmark, Ballerup
Tel: +45 43 56 04 00
parker.denmark@parker.com

ES – Spain, Madrid
Tel: +34 902 33 00 01
parker.spain@parker.com

FI – Finland, Vantaa
Tel: +358 (0)20 753 2500
parker.fi nland@parker.comfi

FR – France, Contamine s/Arve
Tel: +33 (0)4 50 25 80 25l: +33 (0)4 50 25 80 25
parker.france@parker.comk f @ karker france@parker com

GR – Greece, Athens
Tel: +30 210 933 6450
parker.greece@parker.com

HK – Hong Kong

Tel: +852 2428 8008

HU – Hungary, Budapest
Tel: +36 1 220 4155
parker.hungary@parker.com

IE – Ireland, Dublin
Tel: +353 (0)1 466 6370
parker.ireland@parker.com

IN – India, Mumbai
Tel: +91 22 6513 7081-85

IT – Italy, Corsico (MI)
Tel: +39 02 45 19 21
parker.italy@parker.com

JP – Japan, Fujisawa
Tel: +(81) 4 6635 3050

KR – South Korea, Seoul
Tel: +82 2 559 0400

KZ – Kazakhstan, Almaty
Tel: +7 7272 505 800
parker.easteurope@parker.com

LV – Latvia, Riga
Tel: +371 6 745 2601
parker.latvia@parker.com

MX – Mexico, Apodaca
Tel: +52 81 8156 6000

MY – Malaysia, Subang Jaya
Tel: +60 3 5638 1476

NL – The Netherlands,

Oldenzaal
Tel: +31 (0)541 585 000
parker.nl@parker.com

NO – Norway, Ski
Tel: +47 64 91 10 00
parker.norway@parker.com

NZ – New Zealand, Mt Wellington
Tel: +64 9 574 1744

PL – Poland, Warsaw
Tel: +48 (0)22 573 24 00
parker.poland@parker.com

PT – Portugal, Leca da Palmeira
Tel: +351 22 999 7360
parker.portugal@parker.com

RO – Romania, Bucharest
Tel: +40 21 252 1382
parker.romania@parker.com

Parker Worldwide

RU – Russia, Moscow
Tel: +7 495 645-2156
parker.russia@parker.com

SE – Sweden, Spånga
Tel: +46 (0)8 59 79 50 00
parker.sweden@parker.com

SG – Singapore

Tel: +65 6887 6300

SK – Slovakia, Banská Bystrica
Tel: +421 484 162 252
parker.slovakia@parker.com

SL – Slovenia, Novo Mesto
Tel: +386 7 337 6650
parker.slovenia@parker.com

TH – Thailand, Bangkok
Tel: +662 717 8140

TR – Turkey, Istanbul
Tel: +90 216 4997081
parker.turkey@parker.com

TW – Taiwan, Taipei
Tel: +886 2 2298 8987

UA – Ukraine, Kiev
Tel +380 44 494 2731
parker.ukraine@parker.com

UK – United Kingdom,

Warwick
Tel: +44 (0)1926 317 878
parker.uk@parker.com

US – USA, Cleveland
(industrial)
Tel: +1 216 896 3000

US – USA, Lincolnshire 
(mobile)
Tel: +1 847 821 1500

VE – Venezuela, Caracas
Tel: +58 212 238 5422

ZA – South Africa,

Kempton Park
Tel: +27 (0)11 961 0700
parker.southafrica@parker.com
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